Publications


Religiosity and Sexual Risk Behaviors Among African American Cocaine Users in the Rural South, Brooke E. E. Montgomery, PhD, MPH, Katharine E. Stewart, PhD, MPH, Karen H. K. Yeary, PhD, Carol E. Cornell, PhD, LeaVonne Pulley, PhD, Robert Corwyn, PhD & Songthip T. Ounpraseuth, PhD


New Awards

Beth Racine, Public Health Sciences - “Building Healthy Lifestyles from all Directions/ Smart Start” - Cabarrus Partnership for Children July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015

Beth Racine, Public Health Sciences - “NASCAR Foundation Educational needs assessment” - NASCAR July 1, 2014 - August 30, 2014

David Langford, School of Nursing - “Nurse Anesthetist Traineeship” - HRSA July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015

Shanti Kulkarni, Social Work - “What do Healthy, Unhealthy, and Abusive Relationships look like? Listening to Diverse Communities in Charlotte” Mecklenburg County July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015


NIH Updates

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) have changed their policy on application submissions to allow applicants, following an unsuccessful resubmission (A1) application, to submit the same idea as a new (A0) application for the next appropriate due date. The subsequent new application does not have to include any substantial changes in scientific direction from previously reviewed submissions, and it must not contain an introduction responding to critiques from the previous review.

For details, see NOT-OD-14-074. Other related NIH policies remain in effect including the following: The NIH will not accept duplicate or highly overlapping applications under review at the same time (see NOT-OD-09-100). NIH will not accept a resubmission (A1) application that is submitted later than 37 months after submission of the new (A0) application that it follows (see NOT-OD-12-128 and NOT-OD-10-140). A New Investigator whose new (A0) R01 application was reviewed in the Center for Scientific Review or the National Institute of Mental Health, and was unsuccessful, may submit a resubmission A1) R01 application by the next New Investigator resubmission due date (see NOT-OD-11-057); and New Investigators who wish to submit a new (A0) R01 application following an unsuccessful resubmission application must use the standard due dates unless they are eligible for Continuous Submission (see NOT-OD-14-028).

***NIH eRA Commons Usernames For Graduate and Undergraduate students.

Effective October 2014, NIH requires graduate and undergraduate students, working on NIH funded grants to be registered in the eRA Commons, so that their user names can be included In the Research Performance Progress Report (RPPR). The College Research Office, in conjunction with the Central Research Office, will work with you to set up the usernames.

Chris Craver, HSR Student was selected as recipient of an ISPOR Research Presentation Podium Award at the ISPOR 19th Annual International Meeting, Palais des Congres de Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada, May 31 – June 4, 2014.

His presentation, “HOSPITAL-BASED UTILIZATION IN PATIENTS WITH ATYPICAL HEMOLYTIC UREMATIC SYNDROME,” was selected as Best General Poster Presentation.

ISPOR would like to share his work by having his presentation from the 19th Annual International Meeting published on the ISPOR website, as per ISPOR’s Research Presentation Award selection criteria and award conditions given at: http://www.ispor.org/awards/postercriteria.asp. In addition, he will be recognized in the next issue of ISPOR CONNECTIONS.

Vikki recently attended a three day training program, offered by the University entitled the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. The purpose of the seven habits is to help one build new, lasting habits of effectiveness. If you are interested, there are several books available in the Atkins Library that address the seven habits. The course is offered annually by the Human Resource Department, on a first sign in basis, seating is limited.
In the future, we would like to add your new publications when they occur and other research activities, speaking engagements, etc. to this weekly newsletter. Please forward this information to Vikki or Elizabeth for addition to the next edition.

CHHS Research Office Contacts

~ Christopher Blanchette, PhD, MBA, Associate Dean for Research
   CHHS 481 ~ 704-687-5610 ~ cblanche@uncc.edu

~ Vikki Cherwon, Research Officer, Pre-Award
   CHHS 483 ~ 704-687-7912 ~ V.Cherwon@uncc.edu

~ Elizabeth Mace, Post Award Administrator
   CHHS 483 ~ 704-687-7885 ~ emmace@uncc.edu